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ABSTRACT

This review aims to analyze the changes in teacher-student relationships over time through previous researches. Past and recent research addressed teacher-student relationships from different views. There has been an alternation of the important components of teacher-student relationships, such as the teacher's authority and parental involvement from time to time. A suggestive area of future researches is proposed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Teachers and students face problems at school that some difficulties could impede them from performing better in the education area. The demand for the teacher is increasing, and the supply is not enough to meet the needs in school [1]. Students also have similar dilemmas like high dropout rate, which has been an important issue considered by each country. The possible reasons that generate such issues vary. Interpersonal relationship affects human beings in different ways both in mental and behaviors [2]. In the realm of education, teachers and students are the main components in school who have to interact with each other frequently. The teacher-student relationship (TSR) is an interpersonal relationship is influencing teacher and student a lot [3]. This variable can be one of the factors that cause those issues to challenge teachers, students, schools, and the whole education field.

Even though there have been numerous studies researched on the effect of TSR and its importance in student learning, researchers scarcely discussed TSR changes in the past decades. In the current article, the chronological changes of the teacher-student relationship will be discussed by comparing earlier and present studies regarding the authority of teacher and family involvement. The changes should be further discussed and studies for several reasons listed below.

2. CONCEPT OF TSR

2.1. Definition and measurement

The teacher-student relationship has been viewed from different perspectives, and the attachment theory is one of the perspectives that raise questions for researchers to explore more about TSR. The attachment theory argues that people are born with caregiving behaviors and the ability to seek comfort and attach to close people, especially parents, for basic needs [4]. However, people other than parents can also provide attachments. For example, the child may earn security from teachers at school even though attachment is not a long-term bond formed between teacher and students. The base of the theory initiated the conceptualization and operationalization of TSR [5]. Thus, we generally see TSR as an attachment-based interpersonal relationship.

According to Hamre and Pianta [6], who examined TSR by Student-Teacher Relationship Scale (STRS), a teacher’s report of their relationships is divided into closeness, dependency, and conflict. STRS is the most worldwide used and valid scale for measuring teacher-student relationship quality (TSRQ). The student’s perspective of TSRQ was tested due to its importance and the lack of student perspective in STRS [7]. In this study, Wu et al. measure TSR by student ratings, teacher ratings, and peer evaluations. The relationship is strongly correlated with school behaviors and performance. High
conflicts and over-dependency between teacher and student imply a negative relationship. Covariates such as gender and cognitive ability differ in the result.

Hagenauer and Volet [8] summarized two broad dimensions of TSR through previous studies, effective and support dimensions. In the affective dimension, teachers should give enough care for students for a positive and effective relationship that student will feel secure from it. As for the support dimension, the teacher should utilize TSR to support the student in their academic success. As an antecedent, teacher-student interaction is the basis of TSR, that the occurrence and quality of interactions are all relevant to the quality of TSR [8].

2.2. Outcome variables of TSR

Firstly, teacher’s emotional status fluctuated with their closeness with students, and TSR affects their wellbeing in some way [9]. They could feel anxious or appear negative emotions when the relationship with students is reported as more distant [10]. Moreover, the teacher would have higher personal accomplishment when their closeness with students is more compared to conflicts [11]. TSR as a possible reason for these variables that can impact teachers can change over time due to intrinsic and extrinsic factors. Observing the variables and phenomena varied through decades can help teachers improve their personal status and ameliorate the lack of supply in teachers.

Secondly, the interpersonal relationship between teacher and students impacted not only teachers’ life and personal status but also impacted students’. Teacher’s well-being and student’s well-being were associated with each other positively [12], and teacher’s well-being draws more people’s attention because it could subsequently influence student’s mental health. Researchers studied different variables to improve students' performance and behaviors in school and higher the quality of education. Decreased support from teachers and classmates led to more mental health issues among students [13].

Furthermore, positive TSR was linked with higher student competence, anatomy, and the need for satisfaction [14]. Students' motivation and achievement may show better with positive TSR since they would not disgust learning due to negative relationships with the teacher. By enhancing TSR, students and teachers reported that increases in student academic outcome competence also increase their prosocial behaviors [15]. TSR could be modified differently by some outer factors such as parental involvement, which may alter students’ attitudes toward learning and schooling.

3. CHRONOLOGICAL CHANGES OF TSR

Previous studies have shown that TSR plays a significant part in student learning and teacher’s career life. By digging deeper into its overtime development and transformation, some problems that emerged might be solved easier.

3.1. The authority and power of teacher

Power and authority are usually defined as the capability of controlling force from leadership that they have the right to make decisions and demand others to do the requested things. In education, power and authority are not mentioned a lot since equality between teacher and student is emphasized more importantly. However, teachers and students should not deny the existence of power in teaching. Rather they should understand it fully to resolve issues that appeared in their relationships [16]. Strong power can cause conflicts, but it can also result in some beneficial effects that it is an indispensable part of the teacher-student relationship. Conflicts is one of the scales tested in STRS that is one significant part of TSR.

However, there has been a trend of declining teacher’s power and authority. Over the last two decades, people’s discussion on the diminishing of authority in teachers has become less because such questions are found earlier than we thought. Coercion and power from teachers were associated with student’s negative attitudes and often cause conflicts [17]. Researchers began to investigate the negative effects of undue power and coercion teachers put on students and started to change to the dilemma. Additionally, due to several reasons, such as less support from the school department and the change of belief of students and parents, teachers feel that their power and authority have been diminished over time [18]. In the study, teachers reported that students no longer feared them, and their leadership position was not stable anymore even though students still believed that they are under the control of the teacher’s power. In a more recent article, Teachers are losing their dominant role, especially from their own perspectives, because of the change of instructional way and program design [19]. The power and authority of teachers seem not to be considered recently, and a more friendly and equal relationship between teacher and student is presented and emphasized in school for student’s wellbeing and learning attitude.

The question here for the teacher is that whether the decreasing of power and authority in the classroom is conducive to make a supportive classroom environment and positive TSR. Alderman and Green [20] discussed applying the social power model in teaching regarding the techniques for using power. The model contains four types of power which are coercion, manipulation, expertness, and likability. These four social powers, if wisely used by teachers, will generate positive effects.
For an appropriate classroom setting, democratic and authoritative management are both needed to maintain equality and guide students to behave correctly when the classroom is mixed with different gender and races [21]. Consequently, teachers should always pay attention to student’s voices, but they should also maintain their power and authority in front of students to prevent misbehaviors. The relationship between them would not be harmed if teachers handle their authority and power with proper means, and pedagogies, in this case, can be further discussed.

3.2. Parental involvement

There are a lot of literatures discussed and studies about parent involvement in schools and education. The parent can involve in their children’s life in school through many ways, such as attending school activities, assisting children’s learning processes, and so on [22]. We cannot overlook the importance of parent involvement in school that their participation is a huge part of student’s learning. Nevertheless, earlier studies about parent involvement were to limit its manner of involvement and the effect on student’s motivation and academic achievement [23, 24]. Overall, there is a positive relationship between parent involvement and student’s academic performance. It is hard to find studies in earlier decades that discussed the relationship between parent involvement and TSR. The relationship between parent and children, parent and teacher, may all affect TSR.

The parent-teacher relationship now raises awareness as a teacher-student relationship, and researchers began to explore more about it. Parents participate in children’s education more and more because they become aware of their role in education that their aspirations, advice, and decisions are crucial to children’s plans [25]. The parent-teacher relationship was connected with children’s social development and closeness with the teacher [26]. In TSR, students and teachers would have less conflict when related to high parent involvement, and regression was found in low-income students [27]. Parent and family involvement has a positive effect on TSR, and usually, vice versa. Additionally, the collaboration between parents and teachers guides students toward positive attitudes and promotes better TSR [28]. Thus, parents are encouraged to participate more in children’s academic and school life to be a leading factor to motivate and help their children succeed.

4. IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Future research on changes of the specific features of TSR might extend the explanations of the understanding of TSR over time. People should see TSR as a dynamic variable that differs with changes in society and people’s beliefs rather than a static one that stays the same. Developing more on the changes in the relationships between TSR and other variables would also be helpful. In addition, the measurement of TSR differs in studies that even though most of them used STRS, some used other questionnaires, and the participants vary in teacher, student, peer, and parents [7]. It is necessary to see if closeness, conflict, and dependency are still three things that define TSR nowadays or the scale is altered due to the changes that happened on it. Therefore, the measurement needs further examination and investigation.

A heuristic lesson here for people with different roles in education is to realize the trend of TSR and modify opinions and behaviors to adjust to the current classroom environment. Teachers should have a correct orientation on how to identify their role and the importance of student’s role in class now. Teachers' education can be broader, including how to let students respect teachers and obey their instructions because the diminishing of the teacher’s power and authority becomes a problem. For students, they have to cope with their relationship with teachers. The teacher’s guidance is helpful for them in most situations. Students’ respect and obedience in a certain situation will benefit both of them and the whole class.

Furthermore, parent and family involvement is indeed necessary for students to perform better at school, but too much involvement may lead to negative effects. The student’s test anxiety was correlated with parent over-involvement that students would receive more pressure from parents when they engaged a lot in their academic life [29]. The goal for high-quality TSR and parent involvement is for student’s and teacher’s wellbeing. It will be no longer effective to advocate for parent involvement if parents provide too much stress on their children since the effect is already negative. The parent should guide children and support them, and the children themselves will choose their own path [25].

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper reviews the basic concept of TSR and its trend and changes over decades. In summary, the paper shows that previous studies focused more on the relationship between TSR and other variables while overlooking TSR changes based on changes in pedagogy and attitudes toward education. There is a shift in teacher’s authority and power in comparison to traditional and current views. Parental involvement is a big part of schooling that raises concerns on the relationship with TSR, and the parent-teacher relationship becomes another key research object in education. These findings could be good references for those who plan to contribute to future TSR researches, and it could be helpful to teachers, student, and parent to
learn clearly about the current status and what they should do.
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